Prizmatix Innovative Application
High-intensity LEDs offer bright excitation light and fast
switching for simultaneous sodium and calcium imaging in
neurons
William N. Ross, Ph.D., of New York Medical College and the Marine Biological Laboratory, uses imaging
techniques to study synaptic integration and plasticity in dendrites — branched extensions of neurons
that receive in coming signals from different parts of the brain. To learn more about the calcium and
sodium interactions that take place in neurons, Ross and his colleagues developed a technique for
imaging both sodium and calcium ion signals in quick succession. Incorporating high intensity LEDs from
Prizmatix into their imaging setup made it possible to achieve the fast excitation light switching and high
signal-to-noise ratios needed to capture small, fleeting changes in fluorescence intensity.
LED advantages
To image calcium and sodium simultaneously,
the researchers loaded calcium and sodium
fluorescence indicators into a single neuron
and then quickly switched between the
excitation wavelengths for each indicator at
500 Hz. The use of LEDs to provide the
excitation light was advantageous because
they could be turned on and off
instantaneously without a shutter, which
cannot respond this fast and can introduce
vibrations. To take full advantage of the fast
The outputs of the two Prizmatix LEDs are combined with a
LED switching, the researchers synchronized it to
dichroic mirror. Because the LEDs are modular, the
the frame rate of their high-speed camera.
researchers easily, and cost-effectively, incorporated
various LED combinations into the excitation port of their

“This rapid switching let us alternately illuminate
fluorescence microscope.
different indicator dyes very rapidly,” said Ross.
“We found it useful that the Prizmatix LEDs could
be controlled by gating, a variable intensity dial,
or analogue input. There was no extraneous
computer control, which makes some other
systems more expensive without providing a real
advantage.”
Prizmatix offers LEDs that have among the
highest intensity of any on the market — five to
ten times brighter than arc lamps in the narrow
wavelength bands used for exciting fluorescent
dyes. This high intensity allowed the researchers

to acquire better measurements since, in the small compartments of single neurons, the signal-to-noise
ratio is proportional to the square root of the light intensity.
Through test experiments, the researchers
showed that their method produced an
improved signal-to-noise ratio compared to
approaches other researchers had used for
simultaneous imaging of sodium and calcium
ions. While conducting these experiments,
the researchers realized that the LEDs came
with another advantage: the cooling fans
turned on only after a few second delay. Since
this delay was usually longer than the
duration of the measurements, there was no
disturbance from fan vibrations.
Precision measurements
“The Prizmatix LEDs met all our expectations
and have been very reliable,” said Ross. “In
fact, the intensity of the LEDs was much
higher than we originally expected, allowing
us to make more precise measurements.”
The top image shows part of a pyramidal neuron dendrite in a
brain slice from the rat hippocampus with a region of interest
(red) marked near a branch point. The patch electrode on the
soma contained 200 µM ANG-2 (sodium indicator) and 200 µM
bis-fura-2 (calcium indicator). The recording on the bottom left
shows the envelope of the combined signal from the region of
interest, with the two arrows indicating changes resulting from
an extracellular stimulus. The recording on the right shows the
separated signals, which go in opposite directions as the
fluorescence changes from the two indicators either increase
“I found the people at Prizmatix very helpful.
(ANG-2) or decrease (bis-fura-2) with increasing ion
They clearly understood what I was trying to
accomplish with the LEDs,” said Ross. “They let concentrations. The black trace on the bottom shows the
electrical recording from the soma taken at the same time as
me try different components before purchasing the optical traces. Figure courtesy of William N. Ross.

After experiencing success with using one pair
of LEDs, the researchers designed new
experiments that take advantage of Prizmatix
LEDs that optimally excite other indicator dyes.
They now have four different LEDs, covering
different spectral ranges, that can be used for
different experiments.

them and supplied all the pieces needed to
connect the LEDs to our microscope.”
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Read more: Prizmatix UHP-T-LEDs: http://www.prizmatix.com/UHP/UHPLeds.aspx
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